
Spirit of Crystals 
Crystals are not just beautiful stones, but like all things from Mother Earth, they are 

a living network of vibrational energy that also has holds a physical structure. This    

vibrational energy exists both within the crystal and around the crystal which we 

can see and/or feel as an Aura.  

In fact, every Crystal carries a unique energetic vibration and existing within that  

vibration is a deep spiritual wisdom that when shared with our own soul’s energy, 

can offer us benefits on every level.  It is this wisdom that we refer to as the Spirit of 

the Crystal.   
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Your Intuitive Choice 

Whether you have 2 or 200 crystals in your collection, you need to remember that at 
the time the crystal came into your care, each and every crystal has been                 
energetically chosen by you. This can occur firstly in a direct way, when you have 
made an intuitive choice when purchasing a crystal, or it can occur in an indirect way 
when you might of received it as a gift. In this indirect way, another person has 
tapped into their intuition to choose a crystal for you, but often this person has 
tuned into your energy (even on an unconscious level) to choose that crystal. So     
either way, know that your crystals has been chosen for you in order to connect with 
your energy at that particular time. 

It is the vibrational energy of the crystal matches your vibrational energy at the time 
of purchase, that is behind your intuitive choice.  

In trusting this choice, it is important that we tune into the crystal in order to find out 
why we have chosen to take it into our care, however before we can do that we need 
to cleanse the crystal of all other energies that it may of collected along the way.  If 
you haven't done this before then there are many resources available to go through 
the various methods, but as long as your crystal is not water soluble then the        
simplest way is to hold it under running water for a moment and then clean with a 
cloth. 



Tuning into the spirit of your Crystal  

In order to tune into our crystal we want to bring our intuitive awareness within our 
centre and the best way to do this is through meditation. Take off any other crystal 
jewellery, watches, phone etc that may interfere with you getting to know your     
crystal. Hold the Crystal in your hands and then close you eyes. Shield yourself with 
light around your Aura in order to ensure that there is no other interference of       
energy from your surroundings, leaving just yourself and the crystal. Then breathe 
slowly and open yourself up to feeling the energy of the crystal.  

To begin with, with your eyes closed consider what the crystal physically feel like ?  
Allow your fingers to move across the crystal and feel all the sides and then while 
you are doing this, imagine what it looks like. This helps to build a solid image in your 
mind’s eye. 

Secondly, check in with your feelings - Does it bring out any emotions in you ? When 
viewing the crystal and its colour - how does the colour make you feel?  

Third, ask the crystal what it’s purpose is, especially in relation to your own well     
being. Trust your intuition and then ask it any other questions you may wish to know.  

Finally, ask did this crystal come in to my care for me to use now or do I need to hang 
on to it in order to use it at a later time. 

Always thank the crystal at the end of your meditation by bathing it in gold light and 
sending it your love, as this will help cleanse and energise the crystal. 

By doing this process or something similar, you will begin to develop a relationship 
with your crystals. This will enhance your intuition and intensify the outcome when 
using these crystals, as you know you are using them for the right purpose. 



Now that you have connected with the spirit of one crystal, you might now be    
thinking about the rest of your collection. When you look deeper at your own        
collection, you may discover many crystals that you love but haven’t really used yet, 
or it may be you can clearly see that one type of crystal has been your favourite to 
purchase, but you have never really understood why.  

Now you have the tools to tune into the spirit of those crystals and soon you will see 
your collection in a whole new way. 

So what happens if you pick up one crystal out of your collection and you don’t feel a 
true connection to it anymore? Remember that quite often we are drawn to a crystal 
in the first place because its vibration resonated with a similar vibration in our Aura 
at the time we received our crystal.  Since then our vibration may of changed and we 
may no longer need this crystal.  

Now we all love our crystals and many of us are fine collectors, however before you 
choose to throw it to the back of your draw, try tuning into your crystal. Double 
check if this crystal is still meant for you by asking yourself, “Will I need to use this 
crystal later?” If you feel like the answer is no then it is time to pass the crystal on to 
someone else. The fact is you probably have passed that particularly period of     
healing in your life and no longer need those crystal’s properties. So allow someone 
else to benefit from the crystal’s love. Please cleanse them before giving them away, 
so that your energy and healing process is no longer tuned into the crystal, leaving it 
prepared for the next person. 

However if you have used this crystal extensively in the past and you do not feel you 
that cleansing the crystal will work, then consider returning this beautiful stone back 
to the Earth. This way the Earth can heal it in only a way the earth can. 
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Tuning into the Spirit of Crystals is an amazing     
journey as getting to know the vibrational spiritual 
energy of your crystals is like getting to know          
another spirit guide. 

Enjoy the Journey, Blessings Sarah 

Understanding the Crystals in your collection 


